Data Sheet

Services for PCI DSS Compliance
Simplify PCI DSS Compliance
NTT Security works with clients to develop successful strategies to match Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) requirements with their workflow and
compliance needs to make complying easier and less costly.

NTT Security is a PCI
Approved Scanning Vendor
(ASV) and Qualified Security
Assessor (QSA). We provide
certified security experts on
staff - including PCI PA-QSAs.

With a suite of managed security and professional security services, NTT Security
addresses all twelve requirements for PCI DSS compliance. Clients benefit from our
security and compliance expertise as well as solutions.
PCI DSS Requirements

Build and Maintain
a Secure Network

NTT Security Services

Requirement 1: Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect
cardholder data
Requirement 2: Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords
and other security parameters
Requirement 3: Protect stored cardholder data

Protect Cardholder Data
Requirement 4: Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public
networks
Requirement 5: Use and regularly update anti-virus software or programs
Maintain a Vulnerability
Management Program

Implement Strong
Access Control
Measures

Requirement 6: Develop and maintain secure systems and applications

Requirement 7: Restrict access to cardholder data by business need to know
Requirement 8: Assign a unique ID to each person withcomputer access
Requirement 9: Restrict physical access to cardholder data
Requirement 10: Track and monitor all access to network resources and
cardholder data

Regularly Monitor
and Test Networks
Requirement 11: Regularly test security systems and processes

Maintain an Information
Security Policy

www.nttsecurity.com

Requirement 12: Maintain a policy that addressesinformation security for all
personnel
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Log Monitoring
Log Management
Security Device Management
Professional Security Services
Vulnerability Scanning Services
Professional Security Services
Security Device Management
Evidence and Log Vault
Professional Security Services
Security Device Management
Professional Security Services
Log Monitoring and Management
Security Device Management
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Managed Application Assessments
Professional Security Services
Vulnerability Scanning Services
Security Awareness Training
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Log Monitoring and Management
Professional Security Services
Log Monitoring and Management
Professional Security Services
Professional Security Services
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Log Monitoring and Management
Evidence and Log Vault
Virtualization Security
Log Monitoring and Management
Vulnerability Scanning
Security Device Management
Managed Application Assessment
Professional Security Services
Log Monitoring and Management
Security Awareness Training
Professional Security Services
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Services for PCI DSS Compliance
A Partner You Can Trust
We don’t believe that one size fits all. That’s why we deliver a cybersecurity, risk
management and compliance program that is as unique as your business. Our goal is to
ensure that every organization develops the cyber resilience required to make the most of
every business opportunity. We can provide the solution you need in the manner best suited
to your specific situation and help you to avoid technical blind alleys, missed exits and roads
that lead to nowhere.
The Full Security Life Cycle
NTT Security has created a Full Security Life Cycle model based on many years of providing
efficient and effective security, risk and compliance services to organizations around the
world. We deliver these services using local resources that leverage our global capabilities.
Plan & Optimize
We’ll build a plan that considers your
level of risk, potential regulatory and
financial impact, ICT environment and staff
capabilities; and work with you to optimize
your existing security and compliance
processes and controls. With a focus on
enabling meaningful success criteria, budget
and specific solutions to be implemented,
our recommendations may range from a
straightforward review and suggestions for
improvement, to a study of alternative or
supplementary solutions.
Architect & Deploy
Getting the most value from security
solutions requires experience and expertise
in both market-leading technology and delivering change, to reduce risk and make new
implementations work seamlessly with your organization’s business processes. Our security
experts have the training and experience to ensure the right solutions are architected,
configured and deployed to solve your security challenges.
Manage & Operate
High-performing security and compliance programs are built on processes and controls that
are executed efficiently and consistently while producing the data necessary to monitor and
manage their effectiveness within your organization. Effectively managing and operating
the controls in your security and compliance program will increase your organization’s
understanding of your security posture, security and compliance exceptions, effectiveness of
controls, and demonstrate cost-effectiveness to executive management.

The NTT Security Difference
We provide the necessary services
across the entire information and
communications technology (ICT)
stack and throughout the Full Security
Life Cycle. Our services portfolio
covers every aspect of information
security and risk management,
from initial assessment through to
strategic program planning, hands-on
deployment and around-the-clock
management and support. Service
options include:
• Security Program Optimization and
Enterprise Advisory
• Security Planning and Risk
Assessment
• Risk and Compliance Management
• Security Solution Design and
Integration
• Managed Security Services
• Cloud and Data Center Services
• Threat Mitigation and Remediation
Strategy
• Incident Response and Forensics

Get Started Today
See how NTT Security can help optimize
security, improve efficiency and ease
compliance. Contact NTT Security (US)
today at us-info@nttsecurity.com or
visit our website: www.nttsecurity.com.

Respond & Educate
Cyber resilience is based on the premise that incident avoidance is not always possible – you
need to be ready and able to effectively respond to a security incident. Should the worst
occur, our incident response team can be quickly engaged either remotely or on site. They
will identify, document, contain and remediate a security incident to minimize the impact to
your organization. We can also develop a comprehensive program for the security education
of your organization.

About NTT Security
NTT Security seamlessly delivers cyber resilience by enabling organizations to build high-performing and effective security and risk management programs,
with controls that enable the increasingly connected world and digital economy to overcome constantly changing security challenges. Through the Full
Security Life Cycle, we ensure that scarce resources are used effectively by providing the right mix of integrated consulting, managed, cloud, and hybrid
services – delivered by local resources and leveraging our global capabilities. NTT Security is part of the NTT Group (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Corporation), one of the largest information and communications technology (ICT) companies in the world. For more information, visit www.nttsecurity.com.
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